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Introduction

The polling model gained greater attention first in the 1970s, when it was used in the
analysis of the time-sharing computer systems. In the 1980s the cyclic polling model
has gained much attention in the performance analysis of the token passing protocols
of local area networks. In the subsequent decades it has been applied to channel
access protocols in metropolitan area networks, to land mobile and satellite radio
communication networks and also to wireless communication networks. There was an
explosive growth of research on polling systems, motivated by the increasing number
of applications in the communications systems. Numerous variations and extensions
of the basic polling model have been proposed and analyzed (see the survey of Takagi
[27].
The classical polling model in its original form is a single-server continuous-time
queueing system, in which the single server attends the stations in cyclic manner (see
on Figure 1 ). Each station has a queue, which is served when the server visits that
station. The time required for the server to travel from one station to the next one is
called switchover time.

Stations

Server

Figure 1: Classical polling model

The arrival of the server to a station and the departure of the server from a station
are called polling epoch and departure epoch, respectively. The cycle time is the time
between two successive visits of the same station. The station time is the duration of
the server visit to a station. Another characterizing term of the model is the intervisit
time of a station, which is the duration from the departure epoch of a station to the
next polling epoch of the same station.
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The polling models can be differentiated according to the service discipline used
at the stations. It is also called as service policy. In general it gives the condition on
the beginning and on the end of the service at a given station. The most commonly
known disciplines are, e.g., the exhaustive, the gated, the non-exhaustive, the semiexhaustive, the G-limited and the decrementing-K. In the exhaustive policy the server
serves the station until its queue becomes empty. This is the discipline, which is used
also in the ordinary queue. Under gated discipline during a visit to a station the server
serves only the customers that are present at the polling epoch at that station. In
case of G-limited discipline at most K customers are served among the customers that
are present at the polling epoch at that station. Under decrementing-K discipline,
the service at a station continues until the number of customers, that are present at
the polling epoch, decreases by K or the station becomes empty. With K = 1 the
non-exhaustive and the semi-exhaustive disciplines are special cases of the G-limited
and the decrementing-K policies, respectively. For the analysis of the classical cyclic
polling model with different disciplines we refer to the fundamental book of Takagi
[26].
As the introduction of the numerous extensions and variations of polling models
and their applications show, the driving force of the further development of the polling
models is the rapid development of the modern telecommunication networks. There
is a growing demand for more accurate modeling of the operation of such systems,
while they become more complex. The advanced modeling makes their performance
evaluation more precise, facilitates the optimization of their parameters alleviating
the better tuning of these parameters to the requirements of the actual application
scenario.
One way of further development of polling models is the use of more elaborated
stochastic processes. Specifically the widespread introduction and application of data
networks has played an important role in the development of advanced arrival processes. Among others the modeling of Internet traffic motivated and promoted the
development, analysis and application of more powerful arrival process models. The
objectives of this generalization are the analytical tractability, modeling the correlation among the interarrival times and capturing the internal structure of the real
life traffic. These objectives resulted in the introduction of various types of new
arrival processes, whose interarrival time is built up from different compositions of
exponential distributions (e.g. the Markov-modulated Poisson process (MMPP) see
in [19]). These arrival processes are special cases of the Markovian arrival process
(MAP) [18]. A further generalization of MAP to the case of batch arrival is the batch
Markovian arrival process (BMAP) introduced by Lucantoni ([16]). Due to the more
realistic traffic modeling capability of BMAP, the extension of the arrival process of
the classical polling system to batch Markovian arrival process results in a promising
model.
In the BMAP/G/1 cyclic polling model at each of the stations batch of customers
arrive according to BMAP process. The customer service times at each station are
general independent and identically distributed. The switchover times of the consec3

utive cycles are general independent and identically distributed. The vacation model
is a special case of the cyclic polling model, in which the number of stations is one.
In this case the switchover time of the only station of the polling model becomes the
vacation period of the vacation model.
The analysis of queueing models with BMAP attracted a great attention from the
beginning of 1990s. The most of the analysis works on BMAP queueing models including vacation models are based on the standard matrix analytic-method pioneered
by Neuts [20] and further extended by many others (see e.g. [17]). It provides the
vector probability-generating function (vector GF) of the number of customers at
departure or at an arbitrary epoch. The standard matrix analytic-method exploits
the underlying M/G/1-type structure of the model, i.e., that the embedded Markov
chain at the customer departure epochs is of M/G/1-type ([21]) in which the block
size in the transition probability matrix equals to the number of phases of the BMAP.
The easy identification of the exceptional boundary states makes the standard matrix
analytic-method very suitable for analyzing models with exhaustive discipline ([5]).
However this is not the case for a broad class of BMAP/G/1 queuing models ([C2]).
As a consequence of it very few work is available in the literature on such BMAP/G/1
vacation models ([1, 10, 23, C2, C3]) and they apply different methods.
Relative few works can be found in the literature on MAP/BMAP queuing models
with multiple queues. [22, 28] address the analysis of the nonpreemptive priority
queue, which is slightly different from the zero-swithover times polling model with
exhaustive service, since that model has common underlying arrival process forming
a finite state continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC)
The analysis of polling models with MAP is an area hardly covered by literature
so far ([2, 12, 15]). All these works also utilize the Markovian characteristic of the
customer service time. I am unaware of any previous work on general service time
polling models with MAP. Relative few results have been published on BMAP vacation models with disciplines others than the exhaustive ones and on BMAP priority
queueing models. However to the best of my knowledge so far none of the polling
models with BMAP has been analyzed.
Summarizing all these so far, although there were need for polling models with
BMAP in more precise performance evaluation of modern telecommunication networks, such polling models have not yet been investigated. This motivated us to
extend the classical cyclic polling model to BMAP and investigate it.
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Research objectives

The principal goal of this thesis is to provide a unified analysis of cyclic polling
models with BMAP. Only the continuous-time nonzero-switchover-times basic model
with stations having infinite buffer queues is addressed. The unified character of
the analysis ensures the applicability of the applied methodology and the obtained
results for a broad class of service disciplines including the most common gated and
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exhaustive policies and at least one more complex discipline, e.g. the G-limited one.
The first objective of the thesis is to establish stability results for this model for
a group of service disciplines including the gated, the exhaustive and the G-limited
disciplines. In the practical applications the most important stability result is the
condition to ensure the stability of the system. Therefore the sufficient condition on
the whole stability is targeted.
The major objective of the thesis is to present a service discipline independent
analysis of the cyclic polling models with BMAP. Here the term ”service discipline
independent” means that the analysis results are valid for a broad class of service
disciplines. The dependency on the individual disciplines are incorporated by discipline specific quantities. Such a unified analysis considerably simplifies the analysis of the system, since after having the service discipline independent results it is
enough to determine only the discipline specific quantities in a second part of the
analysis. Similar problem separation principles are the stochastic decomposition [13]
or probability-generating function (PGF) factorization forms [6], which have already
been successfully applied in the analysis of queueing models ([2, 5]).
Thus this kind of analysis results in a two-step methodology in which the service
discipline independent analysis is embedded as first part. A suitable candidate for
the methodology is the possible generalization of the one used by Borst and Boxma
in [4] as it has already been successfully applied in the analysis of the cyclic polling
systems with Poisson arrivals.
The main target of this objective is the set-up of a closed form expression for the
vector GF of the stationary number of customers at an arbitrary instant in terms of
discipline specific quantities. In the applications usually instead of PGF the mean
of the stationary number of customers is the quantity of interest. Hence the second
target of this objective is the determination of the vector mean of the stationary
number of customers at an arbitrary instant.
The last objective of the thesis is the application of the service discipline independent results to the most common policies including the gated, the exhaustive and the
G-limited disciplines. This can be achieved by the determination of the discipline specific quantities in the discipline independent results. Although this can be performed
on discipline specific way, the investigation of a possibly unified method is targeted
for realizing it.
Even though the analysis and the results can be extended or generalized to other
variations and extensions to the basic cyclic polling models with BMAP, it is out of
scope of this thesis to deal with them. Waiting time analysis of the considered model
is not covered by this thesis. These topics are left for future research. Elaborating
applications based on the results presented in the thesis also remains out of scope of
the thesis. Instead it is a challenging future work.
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3
3.1

Research methodology
Stability

The applied stability methodology is based on the identification of properly chosen
embedded Markov chains. The basic idea of this methodology incorporates several
elements from the work of Fricker and Jaı̈bi in [11], like the limited and unlimited type
of disciplines and proper embedded Markov chains. However our proposed methodology requires only relaxed conditions on the service disciplines in comparison with the
monotonicity property of [11]. The proposed methodology allows the generalization of
the arrival process to BMAPs and a much simpler stability analysis than the existing
ones based on monotonicity properties and dominance theorems like the [11].
Moreover the applied stability methodology can be applied for a fairly general set
of service disciplines and hence it leads to a unified stability analysis.

3.2

The unified analysis approach

A behavior of a station during a server visit can be modeled by a vacation system in
which the vacation period corresponds to the intervisit time of the considered station.
Thus the BMAP/G/1 cyclic polling models can be seen as the generalization of both
the corresponding vacation and priority queueing models. Hence they inherit the
analytical difficulties of both models:
BMAP/G/1 vacation models: for these models with disciplines other than exhaustive the proper definition of the system states, which results in an M/G/1type structure, would make the state space very complicated
BMAP priority queueing models: in contrast to the matrix analytic-method,
which allows only one random variable having countable infinite space to describe the system dynamics, these models require mutually dependent random
variables, each of which is defined in the countable infinite space, i.e. the number
of customers in each priority class
To overcome these drawbacks we separate the analysis into two parts based on
quantities at polling and departure epochs of the given station treating only one of
the above mentioned difficulties in both of them. This results in simplification in
the overall analysis. In the first part dealing only with the vacation model part of
the problem enables to establish relation for the stationary number of customers at
an arbitrary epoch in terms of the stationary number of customers at polling and
departure epochs. The closed-form of these factorization results makes the analysis
considerably easier. In the second part due to the problem separation the above
quantities are to be determined at polling and departure epochs of the stations, which
requires the description of the system dynamics only at these polling and departure
epochs. This is achieved by the help of relating the joint PGFs of the stationary
6

number of customers and the phases of the BMAPs at that epochs by means of a
unified method. This results in a simpler mathematical structure compared to the
possible descriptions at other system epochs (like e.g. at customer departure times) or
to the application of other methods (like e.g. the supplementary variable technique).
The results in the first part are valid for a group of disciplines since the dependency
on the given discipline is incorporated by the quantities at polling and departure
epochs. Hence this part is called as service discipline independent part of the analysis.
In the second part the required quantities at server arrival and departure epochs and
their determination are discipline specific. This part is called as service discipline
dependent part of the analysis.
This two-steps methodology can be seen as a generalization of the one, which
has also been used for analyzing cyclic polling models with Poisson arrival by Borst
and Boxma in [4]. Besides of incorporating several elements of the matrix analyticmethods the whole methodology can be seen rather as the natural generalization of
several methods used for the analysis of the classical cyclic polling model.
Since the service discipline independent part is valid for a broad class of disciplines
and the discipline dependent part of the analysis is realized by a unified method, this
methodology provides a unified approach for analysis of polling models with BMAP.

4

New results

The contributions of this thesis are grouped as follows. The first group of theses deals
with the stability results. The second group of theses is about the service discipline
independent analysis. The third group of theses discusses the application of the
service discipline independent results to the gated, the exhaustive and the G-limited
disciplines.

4.1

Stability of Cyclic Polling Models with BMAP

The customer who arrives to station i is called i-customer. Station i is any of the N
stations, i.e. i = 1, . . . , N . Similarly the station time of station i is called i-station
time. Furthermore the polling epoch of station i is referred to as i-polling epoch.
Station i of the polling model is said to be stable, when the number of i-customers
at i-polling epoch has proper limiting distribution and the limiting cycle time has a
finite mean, while the number of cycles goes to infinity.
Note that the proper limiting distribution of the number of i-customers at i-polling
epoch enables an infinite mean of the number of i-customers at i-polling epoch. This
definition is different from the stability definition of Kuehn [14], since it excludes this
case.
The polling model is said to be stable, when the number of customers at i-polling
epoch have proper limiting distributions and the limiting cycle time has a finite mean,
while the number of cycles goes to infinity. This stability definition of polling models
is equivalent with the one of [11].
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Unlimited type and limited type service disciplines and stations are differentiated.
The service discipline at station i is unlimited type when gi∞ = ∞, where gi∞ is the
mean number of customers served during the i-station time given that the number of
i-customers at i-polling epoch goes to infinity. A station is of unlimited type, if that
station has unlimited type service discipline. On the other hand the service discipline
at station i is called limited type when gi∞ < ∞. A station is of limited type, if that
station has limited type service discipline.
Thesis 1.1 (Published in [EJOR]) I have shown that there are 3 possible stability
states of the BMAP/G/1 cyclic nonzero-switchover-times polling model:
• Whole stability: all stations are stable.
• Partial stability: 1 or more limited type stations are instable, but the rest of the
stations are stable.
• Instability: all stations are instable and the limiting mean cycle time is infinite.
The statement of the Thesis 1.1 is a straightforward consequence of the following
properties:
• All unlimited type stations share the same stability state.
• When the unlimited type stations are instable the limited type stations are
instable as well, and the limiting mean cycle time is infinite.
• When the unlimited type stations are stable the limited type stations can be
both stable and instable.
The proof of these properties are based on the maximum limit and mean limit
properties of the service disciplines used in the model. The maximum limit property
means that gi∞ = gimax , where gimax is the maximum of the mean number of customers,
which can be served during an i-station time and the maximum is taken over the
number of i-customers and the phases of the BMAP at station i at the i-polling
epoch. The mean limit property states that if gi∞ = ∞, and the mean number of icustomers at the i-polling epoch goes to infinity, then the mean number of i-customers
served during the i-station time also tends to infinity.
The importance of statement of the Thesis 1.1 lies in its overview character.
In the following the BMAP at station i is called as i-th BMAP. Let λi be the
stationary arrival rate of the i-th BMAP. Let Di,` denote the D` matrix of the i-th
BMAP, which governs the transitions with batch arrivals, in which the batch size is
` (` ≥ 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , N }). Let the traffic intensity be controlled by applying scaling
parameter ξ, such that Di,` (ξ) = ξDi,` , l ≥ 0. This way λi (ξ) = ξλi , and thus the
relative ratios of station arrival rates remain fixed. It can be shown that scaling the
traffic intensity from 0 to ∞ the stations gets instable in order i1 , i2 , . . . , iN , where
8

λi2
λiN
λi1
≥ max
≥ . . . ≥ max
.
max
gi1
gi2
giN

(1)

λ1
λ2
N
. If there
Therefore the stations are indexed such that gmax
≥ gmax
≥ . . . ≥ gλmax
1
2
N
are N l limited type stations, it follows from the statement of Thesis 1.1, that the first
N l indexes identify the limited type stations.

Thesis 1.2 (Published in [EJOR]) I have proved that the necessary and sufficient
condition of the stability of station i in the BMAP/G/1 cyclic nonzero-switchovertimes polling model is
gi < gimax ,

(2)

where gi is the mean number of customers served in the i-station time.
Furthermore I have proved that station i of limited type (i ≤ N l ) is stable if and
only if
!
Ã
N
i−1
X
X
λi
ρk + max r +
gkmax bk < 1,
(3)
g
i
k=i
k=1
and station i of unlimited type (i > N l ) is stable if and only if
ρu < 1,

(4)

where ρk and bk is the utilization of station k and the mean customer service time
at station k, respectively. r is the sum of the mean switchover times and ρu is the
sum of the utilizations of the unlimited stations.
The proof of the statement (2) is based on the structure of the state spaces of
properly chosen embedded Markov chains at i-polling epochs. Besides the mean limit
and maximum limit service discipline properties the proof also utilizes a third discipline property, which is called non-zero maximum discipline property. This property
states that the mean number of customers that can be served during the i-station
time is greater than zero, gimax > 0.
The non-zero maximum and the maximum limit service discipline properties are
similar to the assumptions of the model of Down [8].
An alternative form of the necessary and sufficient condition of the stability of
station i is given as
ai < gimax ,

(5)

where ai is the mean number of arriving i-customers between two consecutive
i-polling epochs.
At the stability boundary ai = gi = gimax holds and thus the station is still in
statistical equilibrium. However the necessary and sufficient conditions of the stability
of a particular station imply that at this boundary the station is already instable.
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Stability
Stable
gi < gimax

Unlimited type
Limited type
station i
station i
ai = gi ; ai < gimax

Instable
gi = gimax

Stability boundary
ai = gi ; ai = gimax
Above stability boundary
ai > gi ; ai > gimax

Table 1: Stability regions of a particular station

The overview of the stability regions of a particular station is given in Table 1.
The proof of the second and third statement of the Thesis 1.2 utilizes the expression
of the mean cycle time in partial stability. If the first N u limited type stations
(1 ≤ N u ≤ N l ) are out of stability and the remaining N − N u stations are stable,
then the mean cycle time (c) is given as
P u max
r+ N
gk bk
,
(6)
c=
Pk=1
N
1 − k=N u +1 ρk
Starting from (6) the statements (3) and (4) can be shown.
Thesis 1.3 (Published in [EJOR]) I have provided the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the whole stability of the BMAP/G/1 cyclic nonzero-switchover-times
polling system as
µ
¶
λ1
ρ+
r < 1,
(7)
g1max
where ρ is the overall utilization.
The statement of Thesis 1.3 comes from the second statement of the Thesis 1.2
by setting i = 1. This result is an extension of the one in the classical cyclic polling
model with Poisson arrival process ([11]) to the cyclic polling model with BMAP.
Note that the statement of Thesis 1.1 and the third statement of the Thesis 1.2
implies that the necessary and sufficient conditions for instability of the BMAP/G/1
cyclic nonzero-switchover-times polling system is
ρu ≥ 1.

(8)

The condition for the whole stability for a given discipline can be established by
applying the service discipline specific g1max to the result on the whole stability (7).
Table 2 summarizes the condition for the whole stability for the gated, the exhaustive
and the G-limited disciplines. In case of the G-limited discipline K1 stands for the
discipline limit at station 1.
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g max
1
∞
∞

Service discipline
gated
exhaustive
G-limited

K1

Stability condition
ρ<1
³ρ <´1
ρ+

λ1
K1

r<1

Table 2: Stability condition for several service disciplines

4.2

Discipline independent results for cyclic polling models
with BMAP

The discipline independent results provided in this group of theses are valid for a broad
class of service disciplines. This includes among others the most commonly known
disciplines, e.g., the exhaustive, the gated, the non-exhaustive, the semi-exhaustive,
the G-limited and the decrementing-K ones.
The departure epoch of station i is referred to as i-departure epoch.
Thesis 2.1 (Published in [Queueing Systems]) I have provided the discipline
independent expression for the vector GF of the stationary number of i-customers at
an arbitrary instant (b
qi (z)) in the stable BMAP/G/1 cyclic nonzero-switchover-times
polling model as
³
´
b
b i (z) b
b i (z) zI − A
b i (z) = λi (1 − ρS )(z − 1) fi (z) − m
bi (z)D
q
Ai (z), |z| ≤ 1,
i
(1)
(1)
fi − m i

(9)

b i (z) is the matrix generating function (matrix GF) of the i-th BMAP, I
where D
b i (z) is the matrix GF of the number of i-th BMAP arrivals
is the identity matrix, A
during an i-customer service time, ρSi = λSi bi and λSi is the stationary arrival rate of
the i-th BMAP during the i-station time.
b i (z) stand for the vector GFs of the stationary number
Furthermore b
fi (z) and m
(1)
(1)
of i-customers at i-polling and i-departure epochs, respectively. fi and mi denote
the mean of the stationary number of i-customers at i-polling and i-departure epochs,
respectively.
b i (z) i.e.,
The factorization
form
qi (z)) in terms of b
fi (z) and m
³
´ (9) expresses (b
bi (z) = F b
b i (z) . The dependency on the applied service discipline in (9) is
q
fi (z) , m
b i (z).
expressed by b
fi (z) − m
(1−ρS )
It can be shown that the term “ (1) i (1) ” in (9) can be computed on discipline
fi

−mi

1−ρ
.
λi r

independent way as
The proof of (9) relies on a general statement, called as fundamental relationship,
which is derived by the help of the generalization of an argument from an early
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work of Eisenberg [9]. Using it the expression of the vector GF of the stationary
number of i-customers at i-customer departure epochs (b
qdi (z)) is given in terms of
b
b i (z). Applying it in the stationary relationship between the vector GF
fi (z) and m
of the stationary number of i-customers at an arbitrary instant and at i-customer
¡ d ¢
bi (z) )
departure epochs provided by Takine and Takahashi in [29] (b
qi (z) = H q
yields to the expression of the vector GF of the stationary number of i-customers at
an arbitrary instant.
In the derivation of (9) we utilize only the evolution of the system from the ipolling epoch to the next i-departure epoch. During this period the service process
is completely independent of the other stations. Therefore in this part we consider
only the number of i-customers without representing the state of the other stations
in the notation. Thus the statement of the Thesis 2.1 can be also interpreted as the
solution of the vacation model corresponding to station i.
Besides several general model assumptions, the proof of the statement of Thesis
2.1 utilizes only the work-conservation and nonpreemptive properties of the service
discipline. Moreover this result is also valid for the zero-switchover-times counterpart
of the considered model. In this model the server off periods, while the system is
empty, can be taken into account e.g. by applying the argument presented in [C1].
Thus the statement of Thesis 2.1 holds under more general settings.
Thesis 2.2 (Published in [Queueing Systems]) I have provided the discipline
independent recursive formula for computing the vector factorial moments of the stationary number of i-customers at an arbitrary instant in the stable BMAP/G/1 cyclic
nonzero-switchover-times polling model.
By applying the formula of Thesis 2.2 the vector factorial moments of the station(n)
ary number of i-customers (qi ) can be computed recursively for k = 1, . . . , n. In
(n)
the recursive formula qi depends on the vector factorial moments of the stationary
number of i-customers and the phase probability vectors of the i-BMAP at i-polling
(k)
(k)
epochs (fi ) and i-departure epochs (mi ) for 0 ≤ k ≤ n + 1, which are all service
discipline specific quantities.
(n)
The formula for computing qi , n ≥ 1 can be derived from the expression of
Thesis 2.1. For this³derivation ´newly established properties of model specific key
b i (z) and zI − A
b i (z) ) are also utilized.
matrices (D

4.3

Application of discipline independent results to
BMAP/G/1 cyclic polling models with specific disciplines

In this group of theses the determination of the vector factorial moments of the
stationary number of i-customers and the phase probability vectors of the i-th BMAP
(k)
(k)
at i-polling and i-departure epochs (fi and mi for 0 ≤ k) are discussed for polling
models with specific disciplines. These are the quantities, which are needed for the
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application of the discipline independent result (the recursive formula of Thesis 2.2)
to these models.
Thesis 3.1 (Published in [Queueing Systems]) I have established the governing equations for the stable BMAP/G/1 cyclic nonzero-switchover-times polling model
with gated discipline. I also developed a numerical procedure to compute the required
vector factorial moments and phase probability vectors at i-polling and i-departure
(k)
(k)
epochs (fi and mi for 0 ≤ k). The governing equations are given as
³
´
b i (z1 , . . . , zN ), zi+1 , . . . , zN ,
b i (z1 , . . . , zN ) = b
m
fi z1 , . . . , zi−1 , A
b
b i (z1 , . . . , zN ), |z1 | ≤ 1, . . . , |zN | ≤ 1,
b i (z1 , . . . , zN ) U
fi+1 (z1 , . . . , zN ) = m

(10)

b i (z1 , . . . , zN ) are the joint PGFs of the stationary numwhere b
fi (z1 , . . . , zN ) and m
ber of customers at every stations and the phases of every BMAPs at i-polling and
b i (z1 , . . . , zN ) and U
b i (z1 , . . . , zN ) stand for the the hyi-departure epoch, respectively. A
permatrix GFs of the number of simultaneously arriving k-customers for k = 1, . . . , N
during the service of one i-customer and during
the switchover time after the service
³
´
b i (z1 , . . . , zN ), zi+1 , . . . , zN
of station i, respectively. Furthermore b
fi z1 , . . . , zi−1 , A
b i (z1 , . . . , zN ) into the defining series of the
denotes a substitution of hypermatrix A
hypervector GF b
fi (z1 , . . . , zN ).
(k)

(k)

The quantities fi and mi (for 0 ≤ k) are to be determined for the specific
service discipline at i-polling and i-departure epochs. This requires the description
of the system dynamics by mutually dependent discrete random variables only at ipolling and i-departure epochs. The governing equations of the system are setup at
these epochs in terms of the joint PGFs of the stationary number of customers at
every stations and the phases of every BMAPs at i-polling epoch (b
fi (z1 , . . . , zN )) and
b i (z1 , . . . , zN )). This results in relations for transition fi → mi
i-departure epochs (m
(the first equation of (10)) and mi → fi+1 (the second equation of (10)).
The fundamental idea of the derivation of the governing equations is the generalization of the buffer occupancy method ([7]), which was also used in the analysis of
the classical cyclic polling model.
Different to the classical polling model with the gated disciplines no closed-form
system of linear equations can be derived for the factorial moments of the stationary
number of i-customers at i-polling and i-departure epochs for this model. This is
due to the complexity introduced by BMAP. Instead a system of linear equations
are derived for the joint probabilities of the stationary number of customers and the
phases of the BMAPs at i-polling and i-departure epochs by taking the appropriate
derivatives of the governing equations of the system. This is the base for the numerical
solution.
(k)
(k)
The main steps of the numerical procedure to compute fi and mi , for 0 ≤ k,
are given as
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b i (z1 , . . . , zN ) for every i = 1, . . . , N .
• Computation of matrices A
• Building up one large system of linear equations consisting of hypermatrices.
• Solving this system of linear equations.
(k)

• Computation of fi

(k)

and mi , for 0 ≤ k, from the joint probabilities.

The most computational intensive parts of the procedure are the computation of
b i (z1 , . . . , zN ) and building up the large system of linear equations consisting
matrices A
of hypermatrices.
The total number of operations required by the whole computational procedure is
in the magnitude of N 2 L3N (X +1)3N , where L is the number of phases of the BMAPs
and X is the highest number of i-customers taken into account at i-departure epoch.
Thesis 3.2 (Published in [Queueing Systems]) I have established the governing equations for the stable BMAP/G/1 cyclic nonzero-switchover-times polling model
with exhaustive discipline. I also developed a numerical procedure to compute the
required vector factorial moments and phase probability vectors at i-polling and i(k)
(k)
departure epochs (fi and mi for 0 ≤ k). The governing equations are given as
b i (z1 , . . . , zi−1 , 1, zi+1 , . . . , zN )
m
³
´
b i (z1 , . . . , zi−1 , zi+1 , . . . , zN ), zi+1 , . . . , zN ,
=b
fi z1 , . . . , zi−1 , H
b
fi+1 (z1 , . . . , zN )
b i (z1 , . . . , zN ), |z1 | ≤ 1, . . . , |zN | ≤ 1, (11)
b i (z1 , . . . , zi−1 , 1, zi+1 , . . . , zN ) U
=m
b i (z1 , . . . , zi−1 , zi+1 , . . . , zN ) denotes the hypermatrix GFs of the number
where H
of simultaneously arriving k-customers for k = 1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . N during the
decrement of the number of i-customers by one.
The transition mi → fi+1 is discipline independent. However in case of exhaustive
discipline the number of i-customers is 0 at i-departure epochs. Applying it to the
second part of (10) results in the second relation of (11).
To describe the transition fi → mi we apply a similar line of arguments as we used
for the model with gated discipline (Thesis 3.1). Due to the exhaustive discipline the
evolution of the i-customers during the i-station time is exceptional compared to the
evolution of the other k-customers (k 6= i). This requires the introduction of matrix
Gi (t), t ≥ 0, which is the phase transition probability matrix during the decrement of
the number of i-customers by one when it occurs no later than time t. Then matrix
b i (z1 , . . . , zi−1 , zi+1 , . . . , zN ).
Gi (t) is used for the definition of hypermatrix GF H
The system of linear equations for the joint probabilities of the stationary number
of customers and the phases of the BMAPs at i-polling and i-departure epochs, which
14

is the base of the numerical solution, is derived by taking the appropriate derivatives
of the governing equations of the system.
(k)
(k)
The main steps of the numerical procedure to compute fi and mi , for 0 ≤ k,
are given as
e i (s) (for Re(s) ≥ 0) for every i = 1, . . . , N . They
• Computation of matrices G
are calculated by means of the recursive algorithm. This is a generalization
e i (0), which is based on the
of an algorithm provided for computing matrices G
application of the concept of uniformization, see in [16].
b i (z1 , . . . , zi−1 , zi+1 , . . . , zN ) for every i = 1, . . . , N .
• Computation of matrices H
• Building up one large system of linear equations consisting of hypermatrices.
This includes exhaustive discipline specific handling due to 0 elements in the
matrices. This is because the number of i-customers is 0 at i-departure epochs.
• Solving this system of linear equations.
(k)

• Computation of fi

(k)

and mi , for 0 ≤ k, from the joint probabilities.

The most computational intensive parts of the procedure are the computation
b i (z1 , . . . , zi−1 , zi+1 , . . . , zN ) and building up the large system of linear
of matrices H
equations consisting of hypermatrices.
The total number of operations required by the whole computational procedure is
in the magnitude of N 2 L3N (X + 1)3N −3 .
Thesis 3.3 I have established the governing equations for the stable BMAP/G/1
cyclic nonzero-switchover-times polling model with G-limited discipline. I also developed a numerical procedure to compute the required vector factorial moments and
(k)
(k)
phase probability vectors at i-polling and i-departure epochs (fi and mi for 0 ≤ k).
Due to the complexity of the G-limited discipline the governing equations are
expressed in terms of joint probabilities of the stationary number of customers and the
phases of the BMAPs at i-polling and i-departure epochs instead of the corresponding
b i (z1 , . . . , zN )).
joint PGFs (b
fi (z1 , . . . , zN ) and m
The same line of argument is used for the derivation of the governing equations
as in case of the model with gated discipline (Thesis 3.1).
(k)
(k)
The steps of the numerical procedure to compute fi and mi , for 0 ≤ k, are
also the same as the ones described for the model with gated discipline (Thesis 3.1).
Therefore the total number of operations required by the whole numerical procedure
is in the magnitude of N 2 L3N (X + 1)3N .
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5

Application of results

The major application area of the presented results on cyclic polling model with
BMAP is the field of modern telecommunication networks, in which so far e.g. the
classical polling models have been also applied (see [25, C4, C5, C6]). This is motivated by achieving more precise queueing model and more accurate results in performance evaluation. Such potential application examples are performance modeling to
IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.16 systems or analysis of power saving mechanisms.
There are at least two clear ways of exploiting the advanced traffic modeling
capabilities of BMAP in the practical applications of the results presented in this
thesis. The first one is the fitting of BMAP to correlated traffic models in order
to apply them in the performance analysis of the system under consideration. Such
correlated traffic models have been elaborated for various data, voice and video traffic
types e.g. for simulation based performance analysis of the IEEE 802.16 [24], [30].
In the second case the BMAP is constructed from given traffic parameters to allow
traffic characteristics dependent performance evaluation of the studied system.
An important current limitation on the application of the results of the thesis is
that both the above-mentioned fitting task and the problem of constructing an arrival
process from given traffic characteristics are actually solved only for special classes of
BMAPs, e.g. for two-phase MAPs (see in [3]).
An example for the investigation of the effect of traffic parameters in the performance evaluation of the considered system is the application of BMAP vacation
model to IEEE 802.16e sleep mode mechanism ([C7, JIMO]). In the work [JIMO]
optimization examples are also presented for determining the optimal sleep mode parameters under different constraints. This includes enforcing an upper bound on mean
delay and a cost model taking into account more general Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements. These optimizations facilitate the tuning of the sleep mode parameters
to the requirements of the actual application scenario and thus they can be applied
in network control.
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